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We present the use of in-car virtual reality (VR) as a way to create calm, mindful experiences for passengers and, someday,
autonomous vehicle occupants. Specifically, we describe a series of studies aimed at exploring appropriate VR content,
understanding the influence of car movement, and determining the length and other parameters of the simulation to avoid
physical discomfort. Overall, our quantitative and qualitative insights suggest calm VR applications are well suited to an
automotive context. Testing combinations of VR content designed to provide the participant with a static or dynamic
experience versus stationary and moving vehicle modes, we find that a simulated experience of diving in the ocean while
in a moving car elicited significantly lower levels of autonomic arousal as compared with a static VR plus stationary car
condition. No significant motion sickness effects were subjectively reported by participants nor observable in the data, though
a crossover interaction effect reveals how incongruence between the movement of the car and movement in VR could affect
nausea. We conclude with recommendations for the design of calming and mindful VR experiences in moving vehicles.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The mental and physical benefits of regular mindfulness practice are well documented, including to reduce
stress and improve health-related quality of life [42]. With such evidence gaining recent attention, researchers
are becoming increasingly interested in developing novel computing approaches to support mindfulness-based
activities, with a variety of interactive systems recently emerging including the Sonic Cradle [58], Meditation
Chamber [47], Squeeze [6], and Spheres of Wellbeing [54]. At the same time, virtual reality (VR) technology, which
can captivate users’ attention and provide a strong sense of mindful presence, has advanced to the point that it
can be robustly deployed in pervasive settings. We identify the car as one such everyday context well-suited to the
delivery of engaging virtual experiences that promote calmness (i.e., low stress) and mindfulness for passengers.
Specifically, full-body motion in VR can greatly enhance perceptions of immersion and presence, as long

as kinesthetic congruence between visual and vestibular information is maintained [20]. Further, 40 million
people in the United States alone spend close to 1 hour every day commuting by car [56], many of whom are
passenger-based commuters. In fact, the most recently available data from the U.S. Census Bureau shows an
increase in carpooling in 9 of the country’s 10 largest cities as well as nationwide overall, potentially as a result of
the increasing adoption of ride-sharing apps [57]. Someday, driverless vehicles promise to boost the proportion of
passengers on the road even more. Taken altogether, the car commute thus presents itself as an opportune time
for delivering mindfulness-enhancing VR experiences to passengers — motivating research to more rigorously
investigate the viability of such an approach.
In this paper, we explore the use of (off-the-shelf) VR content mixed with car movement to deliver calm,

mindful experiences. Towards this goal, we describe the design and evaluation of our passenger-based VR
system, including to detail a series of exploratory tests aimed at choosing and fine-tuning our simulations and
system setup. More specifically, our pilot study (N=12) produced two main insights regarding the computational
requirements necessary to support high performance VR in a moving vehicle as well as the type of VR content that
is able to elicit both engagement and relaxation from users. Our subsequent controlled study (N=15) investigated
the interplay between calm VR content and the effects of car movement by examining two factors: a) static
versus dynamic content (an island and a ocean dive, respectively) and b) a stationary or a moving vehicle. We
observed that the dynamic ocean scenario in a moving vehicle was significantly more calming (as measured
by reduced autonomic arousal) than the static island condition in a stationary car. In addition, we report on
our findings regarding how long people could use our VR-in-the-car system before wanting to stop (e.g., due to
motion sickness). Encouragingly, no user found it necessary to remove the VR headset nor end the experiment
early, which we believe can be attributed to our selected content and system setup.

2 RELATED WORK
To provide background, we review the design principles of immersion and presence (including the similarities
between those states and mindfulness), and we describe relevant work applying virtual reality in the car or other
moving setups.

2.1 Immersion, Presence, and Mindfulness in the Context of VR
An immersive VR technology aims to envelop the senses with computer generated stimuli [5], while presence
in a virtual environment is defined as the perception of being physically present in that non-physical world
[35]. Today, most VR systems leverage visual and audio stimuli to create a sensation of presence [13], and some
systems use haptic floors or hand-held controllers to increase the level of immersion [11].
Relatedly, mindfulness is an attribute of consciousness known to be related to a state of wellbeing that can

be thought of as a deliberate engagement with the present moment [10]. To be mindful implies that a person is
attentive and aware of the current experience. Nyanaponika Thera called mindfulness "the clear and single-minded
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awareness of what actually happens to us and in us at the successive moments of perception" [53] and Hahn
defined it as "keeping one’s consciousness alive to the present reality" [24]. Furthermore, Kabat-Zinn describes
the power of mindfulness-based interventions to reduce stress and improve recovery in clinical settings [29].
Mindfulness and VR-based immersion therefore share several fundamental characteristics related to attentive
experience.
Recent work has shown that VR offers an opportunity to promote mindfulness [2] and that integrating

biofeedback mechanisms can further enhance the mindful experience [3]. The bulk of related research on mindful
VR has focused on expressive or therapeutic applications for chronic illnesses such as borderline personality
disorder [36, 54], dementia [28], fibromyalgia [8], or chronic pain more generally [21] — though the benefits of
mindfulness-based practice can have wide-ranging cognitive, emotional, and physical benefits for a broad set of
individuals [22]. For instance, the Sonic Cradle places users into a dark space where the depth and frequency
of their respiration shapes peaceful soundscapes that create an immersive, meditative experience [58]. Using a
head-mounted display, the Meditation Chamber similarly provides a virtual environment shaped by biofeedback
(galvanic skin response in this case) that guides a user through meditation experiences [47]. One of the earliest
examples of an immersive virtual reality system aimed at fostering calm and relaxation is Osmose, which delivered
a multi-sensory experience that involved soundscapes and nature-based visual aesthetics to foster a sense of
gently floating, inspired in part by scuba diving [14].

2.2 Augmented Virtuality, VR Illusions, & Motion Sickness
Bridging the physical and digital worlds, augmented virtuality adds a more concrete dimension to purely simulated
environments by integrating real world stimuli, such as props [37], furnishings [50], and controllers or haptic
devices [45, 59].

Increasingly, VR systems have also leveraged external sensors to allow motion within a limited physical space,
given proprioception can additionally play a role in the sense of presence [49]. Mobile VR systems deployed in
settings like amusement parks and rollercoasters [48] take this concept to the extreme.
The effect of movement on the body’s vestibular and proprioceptive feedback systems triggers an illusion of

being immersed in the medium, beyond that observed in a static condition. Gonzalez-Franco and Lanier [20]
describe a cognitive model of VR illusions based on three processes: bottom-up multisensory [7, 12], sensorimotor
self-awareness frameworks [18], and top-down prediction manipulations [23]. Congruent multi-sensory data
should make the brain "believe" that the information is true.
A discordant set of sensorial inputs, however, can generate simulator sickness [1], which can be measured

using instruments like the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [30]. A well coordinated design that aligns
visual input with car movement, on the other hand, should avoid such physical side effects. Furthermore, a
well-coordinated set of motor illusions coupled with well selected visual stimuli should reinforce the effect of
both sets of signals [51].

2.3 In-Car Virtual Reality
Recent research has identified the opportunity that vehicles offer to enhance VR, again largely due to movement
enhancing the sense of immersion. More specifically, an in-car VR system can achieve proprioceptive feedback
via changes in linear and rotational acceleration. In the Car VR system, Hock et al. developed a solution to enable
VR in moving vehicles, mapping vehicular movements with visual information [27]. They tested their setup with
a flying 3D VR rail shooter game designed to match a specific road circuit. The authors used specific animations
to help users understand acceleration and reduce confusion and motion sickness. Examining the related issue of
simulator sickness, they found that moving the game in concert with the car’s motion caused less discomfort
compared to playing the game while the car was parked.
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In other work, McGill et al. investigated the concern of motion sickness with in-car VR more deeply, comparing
people’s discomfort in a variety of conditions: baseline VR simulator sickness, baseline motion sickness, VR
mirroring the car motion, VR reflecting all rotations, VR with head motion and compensation for car motion, and
VR with head motion and peripheral feedback [34]. They found that in-car VR conditions all caused more sickness
than the baseline simulator and motion conditions; however, there were no statistically significant differences
across the VR in-motion conditions, and users were split in their preferences for the VR in-motion conditions.
Overall, their study suggested that motion sickness would represent an obstacle to use VR in the car in real-world
conditions.

Our paper goes beyond such prior work in a few key ways. First, the Hock et al., and McGill et al. studies [27, 34]
used a Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge and Samsung S7 smartphone, respectively. In contrast, our research explores the
use of higher-end VR systems in car contexts, which we postulate will help to achieve a sufficient level of full-body
kinesthetic congruence to better mitigate motion sickness. In addition, how long an in-car VR experience could be
perceived as comfortable to use has not yet been benchmarked nor tested under different circumstances; in this
study, we investigate both of these open questions. Finally, relevant VR research in mobile scenarios has focused
primarily on applications for entertainment, while VR systems for promoting psychological well-being have
only been investigated in static setups. Connecting these separate threads of research, we identify a compelling
opportunity to examine the potential to enhance mindfulness through novel VR experiences deployed in mobile
in-car scenarios.

3 SYSTEM AND USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN PROCESS
In this section, we describe our design decisions, which emerged from a series of exploratory tests that led to (a)
our selection of a quality rendering system capable of testing VR experiences aimed at fostering calm, mindful
experiences for the car and (b) our formulation of research questions to investigate the viability of this system
design.

3.1 Piloting VR Environments and System Setup
We performed our first iteration of system design to verify the merit in using VR in a moving vehicle and to
understand the type of content necessary to evoke a subjectively calm and comfortable experience. We tested
two different environments where mobility played an important role: a simulation built for use with the Oculus
DK2 of a Tuscany country house and its surroundings1 and an underwater river simulation from the Tennessee
Aquarium that contained multiple fish from the Conasauga river2. Not only did mobility play an important role
in both simulations, but this choice allowed us to explore assorted types of experiences and interaction dynamics
— in the Tuscany simulation, the user had complete control over translational and rotational movement and
was in a relatively familiar real world setting, while the underwater simulation did not allow users to control
translational movement and placed them in a less commonly encountered environment for humans. We used a
MacBook Pro Core i7 with an integrated graphics processing unit that rendered a maximum of 45 to 60 frames
per second (fps). Our setup can be seen in Figure 1.

We tested N=12 participants in both environments, counterbalancing the order of the scenarios. All tests were
set in a vehicle with a fully functioning air conditioner (AC) that enabled good airflow in the car. Only three users
asked to stop the experience due to motion sickness – two of them during the Tuscany simulation. The third
user reported an increase in sickness in the underwater river simulation due to excessive head movement while
trying to see the fish in the surroundings. More specific results from piloting both environments are as follows.

1http://fenixfire.com/fenix-fire-creates-tuscany-world-demo-for-oculus-rift/
2https://www.wearvr.com/apps/riverecosystemconservation
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Fig. 1. Experimental Setup: Participant wearing the VR Oculus System (upper left). Street view (upper right). Over-the-
shoulder frontal view of participant (lower right). VR view of the participant diving in the ocean (lower left).

Seven of the twelve users were either not affected or mildly affected by motion discomfort during the Tuscany
scenario. They moved around the environment using computer keyboard arrow keys; the turning of the vehicle
also caused displacement in the simulation. Participants reported the car turns to be disconcerting because they
were hard to interpret and also led to a diminished sense of agency. Two participants did find such changes
interesting, however, given they pointed their frame of view to new regions in the environment. In addition, one
user described the simulation somewhat lagging while inside the house, where higher levels of detail required
more rendering power.

In the underwater scenario, users were moved down the river over the course of the simulation. The forward
displacement speed of movement of the river was constant. Head turns caused corresponding changes in point-
of-view for the simulation; car turns had the same effect on point-of-view as well. Most of the participants did
not get sick and reported high satisfaction and relaxation with the experience of being underwater in the river.
They reported that the turns of the car were natural and felt like "swirls" of water. One person described the
experience as "refreshing", saying that the combination of the water and the cold AC was an excellent option
for a hot summer day. It is important to note that the simulation did not capture translational movement, only
rotational movement. Participants did not complain about this lack of correspondence between the vehicle speed
and experienced translational movement, but they did complain when rotational acceleration did not match their
simulated experience. Similar to the Tuscany simulation, a few participants described some lagging effects when
multiple fish were in the scene.

Overall, the degree of motion discomfort experienced by our participants was less than what we had expected
based on previous research, and people had generally positive reactions to the experience. Users found translational
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(a) Dynamic - Swimming with whales. (b) Static - Meditating on an island.

Fig. 2. VR movement experiences: (a) Ocean Rift (Whales)3 (b) Nature Treks VR (Island)4.

movement to be less of an issue for discomfort, as compared to rotational movement. However, people did find
sudden breaks or accelerations uncomfortable, similar to the reaction to "breaking" observed by [27]. Based on
these promising findings, we moved forward to address two main challenges: improving the graphics rendering
performance of the system and selecting content that generated less discomfort. We hypothesized that a main
reason people preferred the underwater scene was mainly because of the congruence between car movement
and virtual experience, despite having a constant translational speed. We therefore also set out to determine
appropriate content to test this movement congruence hypothesis.

3.2 System Enhancements
To increase VR rendering performance, we deployed an MSI gaming laptop with an Intel Core i7 and an Nvidia
GTX 980 GPU – the most powerful consumer GPU available at the time. We also tested VR head-mounted-displays
(HMD) that supported higher fps rates. None of these HMDs were suitable, however, as they all required external
sensors to function. Attempting to fix these sensors to the body of the vehicle caused graphical glitches in the
HMD during use, as the sensors were designed for use in static environments. Ultimately, we returned to the
Oculus DK2, which was the best system that could track head movement without requiring external sensors.
With our enhanced GPU setup, the DK2 was able to deliver 75 fps, which we found was sufficient to deliver a
high quality experience for most off-the-shelf content.

We next focused our attention on finding off-the-shelf applications designed to support calmness or mindfulness
(250Hz) and that would allow us to investigate the range between dynamic (in motion) or static (always in one
place) simulations 2. Exploring dynamic content, we tried a few off-the-self applications that provided experiences
of floating in outer space, navigating inside the human body, or moving within abstract artistic structures. Based
on the positive experience of the river simulation during our pilot, we also tried the game Ocean Rift version
1.123 that allows users to swim in different scenes of the ocean, from coral reefs to the deep ocean. Informal
feedback sessions found that people enjoyed the underwater experience, but not with animals they felt were
scary (e.g., sharks or orcas). We settled on the "Humpback Whale" scene, as seen in Figure 2a.

Exploring static content, we tried a few 3D movies, 2D movie theaters, and nature scenes that were explicitly
advertised to be designed to relax their users. Ultimately, we chose a meditation application, Nature Treks VR
Version 1.174 and selected the island scenario, as seen in Figure 2b, based on informal feedback and to thematically
complement the ocean application.

3https://www.oculus.com/experiences/rift/1253785157981619/
4http://greenergames.net/
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3.3 ResearchQuestions
Motivated by the vision to ultimately transform a passenger-based commute or futuristic robot-taxi5 ride into a
daily period of calm, mindful experience, we pursue the following research questions regarding basic viability of
such a system:

R1: Can calming VR experiences reduce autonomic arousal in a moving vehicle and, if so, would it be preferable
to match the movement of the vehicle with a VR experience designed for dynamic exploration of the setting?
R2: Is using an off-the-shelf calming VR application in a moving vehicle associated with an increase in motion
sickness and, if so, for how long and under which driving condition(s) is it feasible for a user to engage with the
experience?

In complement, we explore the potential of full-body kinesthetic congruence in a moving vehicle to create a more
mindful experience. In the next section, we describe the two-part experiment we undertook to address these
questions.

4 METHODOLOGY
Here we describe the details of our on-the-road, controlled experiment designed to examine our research questions
— i.e., the effectiveness of our calming VR experience for the car, along with issues related to motion sickness and
full-body kinesthetic congruence.

4.1 Experiment Design
We designed an experiment with two separate parts: first we performed a controlled experiment to test dynamic
full-body kinesthetic congruence between car movement and VR movement experience (Part A), and we then
applied an endurance test to observe the effects of sustained driving duration and variable driving environments
(neighborhood, mountainous roads, and highway segments) on motion sickness (Part B). Figure 3 illustrates these
two parts. It is worth noting that while Part A of the experiment does not depend on the data or methods from
Part B, the endurance test of Part B is (desirably) impacted by the built-up fatigue already experienced during
Part A.

Part A: Effects of Dynamic Full-Body Kinesthetic Congruence on Arousal. We chose a 2x2 within-subjects (N=15)
factorial design to test the interaction effects of car movement (stationary vs. moving) and VR movement
experience (static island vs. dynamic ocean) on self-reported and physiological arousal (see Figure 3 - Part
A). Note that we use the "VR movement experience" variable to reflect the movement as well as the setting
of the VR content — a decision we made based on our piloting experiences. That is, we first identified during
5https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-42238112

Fig. 3. Experiment design.
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piloting that any type of VR setting where users are roaming freely on land with a horizon, while the car is
moving, had the potential to be much more discomforting, which would preclude dynamic delivery of such a
setting. Further, these island and ocean scenarios were designed to be intrinsically static and dynamic (i.e., fixed
resting/meditative position and diving in flowing water), respectively; and pilot participants did express that
using them in the opposite way (dynamic island, static ocean) did not make intuitive sense and was perceived as
unnatural, distracting or uncomfortable. Motivated to avoid both physical and psychological discomfort of users,
we therefore defined our "VR movement experience" variable with static island vs. dynamic ocean as levels.

The combinations of these factors can be categorized as "congruent" tasks: Stationary Car+Static VR,
Moving Car+Dynamic VR and "incongruent" tasks:Moving Car+Static VR, Stationary Car+Dynamic VR.
Each condition had 15 participants each — i.e., each participant experienced all four conditions in a balanced
Latin square randomized order [26]. That is, we eliminated ordering and carry-over effects by ensuring that
every condition occurred in each ordered position and that every condition precedes every other one. Although a
within-subjects design guarantees that all conditions have the same number of participants, one of the conditions
had a small ordering effect bias, because we realized at the time of analysis the need to exclude one person’s
data due to faulty sensor measurements. We opted against later recruiting an additional participant, as the
circumstances of a new recruit’s experience would have been considerably different by that point – e.g., due to a
developer update to the VR content that made it no longer possible to administer the same simulation as delivered
to the original sample. Although the ordering effects should be marginal, we estimated them by performing a
one-way repeated measures ANOVA on the randomized data, and we found no effects in any of the dependent
variables. As Part A has no methodological or data dependence from Part B, no additional partition of the data
needs to be performed.

The specific hypotheses informed by our piloting phase that Part A set out to test can be formulated as follows:

H1.1: Congruent conditions will be more calming (lower autonomic arousal) than incongruent conditions.
H1.2: Among the congruent conditions, the dynamic congruent condition will be more calming (lower autonomic
arousal) than the static congruent condition.
H2: Incongruent conditions have a more negative impact on motion sickness than congruent ones.

Part B: Endurance Test for Moving Car Conditions. After the conclusion of Part A, we performed an endurance
test (Part B). Note that we did not counterbalance Parts A and B, as we wanted to build up participants’ fatigue
from Part A. Part B had a between-subjects design with participants assigned to two different groups and lasted
15.02 ± 1.03 min, with the aim of observing the effects on motion sickness of a realistic drive (e.g., that might
emulate a typical commute) with a variety of driving environments, including neighborhood, mountainous roads,
and highway sections. Half of participants experienced the incongruent island sceneMoving Car+Static VR
(15.38 ± 0.85 min) and half the congruent ocean scene Moving Car+Dynamic VR (14.6 ± 1.12 min) (see Figure 3
- Part B).

After the completion of both Part A and Part B, we asked each participant several open-text questions to
obtain qualitative information on perceived engagement, mindfulness, and personal preferences. The next section
explains additional data collected during both parts of the experiment.

4.2 Data Collection
To answer the proposed research questions and hypotheses, we collected physiological and self-reported arousal
level, subjective assessment of motion sickness, and ancillary data to explore mindfulness and engagement.
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4.2.1 Autonomic Arousal. To answer RQ1 and its associated hypotheses, we used a commonly used battery
of physiological (Heart Rate Variability - HRV, Breathing Rate - BR, Electro-dermal Activity - EDA) and self-
report measures of autonomic arousal (i.e. stress/calmness information) [4, 25, 38–40, 52]. Using this set of
instruments not only enabled us to incorporate subjective assessments of arousal but also helped address
limitations of physiology measurements from confounds such as motion artifacts, exertion, speaking artifacts,
and environmental temperature, among others.

Physiology Data. We obtained data from two physiological devices: from the Zephyr BioModule Device 3.06,
we obtained Electrocardiogram - ECG (250Hz) and Breathing Rate - BR (1Hz), and from the Empatica E4 sensor7,
we obtained EDA (4Hz). We derived heart rate variability (HRV) from ECG, which is commonly evaluated in
the time-domain using Root Mean Square of Subsequent Samples (RMSSD). For EDA, we obtained its phasic
component (rather than its tonic component, which changes over long periods of time and is influenced by
temperature). The EDA-phasic component is well-accepted as a proxy for quantifying momentary changes in
arousal [16], measured as the number of events or peaks captured during an experimental condition.

Self-reported Data. Self-reported psychometrics were obtained after each of the seven tasks (see Figure 6). We
used the Circumplex Model of Affect [46] to capture Arousal/Energy (low = 0 to high = 10) and Valence (unpleasant
= 0 to pleasant = 10). We used the Perceived Stress Scale to capture Stress levels from low = 0 to high = 10 [43].

4.2.2 Motion Sickness. To explore RQ2, we assessed physical symptoms of motion sickness using the Simulator
Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [30], which subjectively assesses 16 different physiological symptoms on a four
rank scale (none = 0 to severe = 3). SSQ symptoms define three scores, which together form the Total SSQ Score:
Nausea, Oculomotor Discomfort, and Disorientation. One limitation of the SSQ is it was originally designed for
complex simulators [30, 41] and may not be well suited to our "subtle" experience. To compensate for this problem
we also captured qualitative, open-ended information on people’s perceptions of their motion sickness.

4.2.3 Ancillary Data. Finally, we collected ancillary data to explore the potential effects on engagement and
mindfulness, which should be relevant only in case we found relevant effects on the research questions. We do
not expect to generalize any findings, but rather to open new research questions that could be valuable to explore
these elaborate concepts.

Engagement. We captured subjective and objective measurements associated with engagement: a) we captured
a subjective assessment of the level of Concentration ranging from low = 0 to high = 10, and b) we used an
inter-rater reliability method to code our video data to grade the level of Head Movement for each of the four
conditions on a scale from no head movement = 0 to constant head movement = 5.

Mindful Meditation. We used a validated scale for mindful meditation, the Toronto Mindfulness Scale (TMS)
[32], which includes 13 statements evaluated on a 5-rank scale (not at all = 0 to very much = 4). One important
observation is that this scale is geared towards assessing meditation practices that focus on awareness of thoughts
and feelings, as opposed to a focus on perception. VR-based mindfulness scales are not available, and therefore
we complemented our information with an individual qualitative assessment captured in open text post-test
questions.

4.3 Apparatus
Car Setup. We conducted all tests in the same vehicle used during our piloting phase, a sedan with fully

functional AC. The participant was seated in the front passenger seat. Experimenter E1 drove the vehicle while

6https://www.zephyranywhere.com/
7https://www.empatica.com/
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Fig. 4. Experimenter 1 (E1) driving the car, participant in the
front passenger seat, and Experimenter 2 (E2) in the back
seat managing the VR system.

Fig. 5. Experimental driving course. Short driving course
(green) around the block of the research facility and long
driving course (blue) that included residential, highway,
and rural mountainous roads.

experimenter E2 provided technical assistance, such as helping the participant put on the headset (see Figure 4).
We recorded the experiment with four cameras: a frontal view of the participant, a frontal view of E1, a lateral
view of the interior of the cabin, and a view of the road ahead. To maintain consistency in driving style, the same
experimenter, E1, was designated as the driver across all participants.

VR Movement Experience. During the Moving Car+Dynamic VR condition, the ocean game automatically
matched lateral (rotational) movement both from the car and from the participant’s head through the HMD,
which was the movement reported to have the greatest impact on user experience. Informed by our piloting phase
and recommendations from related work [27], we decided to keep the translational movement constant to reduce
any potential effects of sudden acceleration and deceleration. We employed two techniques to accomplish this: 1)
training the driver to perform smooth acceleration and deceleration patterns and 2) keeping the translational
(forward/backward) movement as a binary value, which was activated by a game controller manipulated by E2.
Specifically, the controller would generate a constant translational speed while the car was moving – similar to
the piloted river application – and no movement when the car was stationary. That is, as soon as the car moved,
E2’s use of the controller would move the VR scene forward at a constant speed; and as soon as the car stopped,
E2 would stop using the controller so that no movement in VR occurred. This approach eliminated the risk of
discrepancies, as the human operator was not attempting to manually match the rate of the VR movement to
the speed of the car. During the incongruent Stationary Car+Dynamic VR condition, E2 maintained constant
translational movement, producing essentially the opposite of theMoving Car+Static VR condition. We ran
calibration pilots to ensure this binary translational movement of the VR motion corresponded well to the
movement of the car. Furthermore, E1 was always the same driver and was trained to drive in a very conservative
and smooth style, with no sudden movements or jolts, resembling how an autonomous car might drive.
It is worth noting that even though related work had success connecting the VR system to car sensors (e.g.,

OBD – onboard diagnostics) in order to automatically match car movements with dynamics of the VR experience
[27, 34], we found a human operator to be the most appropriate and feasible solution for our use case, as it
was difficult otherwise to achieve the necessary level of synchronization to deliver the type of content we were
working with and promote a calming experience for an extended period of time (i.e., render at high FPS resolution
with high end content, without creating artifacts in the experience). Other work has similarly identified the
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Fig. 6. Experimental timeline, illustrating seven study components (physiological baseline, driving baseline, tasks 1–4,
endurance test), each followed by administration of subjective questionnaires (SQ).

importance of delivering high quality graphics in VR rendering, especially to avoid distraction and discomfort
[15, 19]. As the focus of the experiment was testing the proof of concept (whether people would even enjoy,
benefit from, and be able to physically withstand the experience), solving these significant technical challenges
was therefore outside the scope of this work, though this clearly provides ample opportunities for future research.

Driving Courses. Two driving courses were selected: a short course, driven around once for 0.7 miles (see
Figure 5 - green circuit) and a long course, spanning 6.1 miles of residential street areas, one exit-to-exit highway
passage, and a rural mountainous road (Figure 5 - blue circuit). E1 was trained to drive the car in a conservative,
smooth manner, avoiding harsh acceleration and deceleration hard curves.

4.4 Procedure
The overall evaluation lasted approximately 50 minutes and consisted of seven components, as illustrated in
Figure 6: (1) physiological baseline, (2) driving baseline, (3) - (6) motion congruence experiment tasks (3 minutes
each), and (7) endurance test. Each component was followed by administration of our subjective questionnaires
(e.g., TMS, SSQ, etc., as described in Section 4.2), which also served as a break (of M=3.55 minutes, SD=1.1, which
aligns with the duration of breaks specified in the literature [17]) between tasks, to minimize carry-over effects.
The experiments were scheduled between 10:30AM and 3PM to avoid traffic due to rush hour and school

times. After completing a pre-test questionnaire, which asked about demographics, commuting behaviors, and
experience with mindfulness, each participant was guided to a separate room to be outfitted with the physiological
sensors. The participant was then taken to the garage and asked to sit in the front passenger seat. E1 instructed
the participant to adjust the temperature to a level of her/his comfort and then drove the car to the designed start
location for the experiment. The car’s engine was left on during the entire experiment to ensure continuity in the
car cabin’s temperature. After the experiment was over, the sensors were removed and the participant filled out a
post-test questionnaire about overall reactions, preferences, and suggestions.

4.5 Participants
A total of N=15 participants (7 females, 8 males) participated in the study. In Part A (within-subjects factorial
design), each participant experienced all four conditions in randomized order. In Part B (between-subjects
exploratory design), participants were assigned to two different groups.
Ages ranged from 21 to 79 years (M=38.4, SD=16.7). Five participants reported using VR systems a few times

or more, four tried it once, and six participants had no prior VR experience. Ten participants reported that they
commuted every day or a few days a week to work by car, and five participants reported never or only once a
month commuting by car to work. Six participants reported practicing some form of mindfulness practice at least
once a week (e.g., yoga, martial arts, meditation), four participants reported never trying mindfulness activities,
and the remaining five reported monthly or less frequent practice. All participants had corrected-to-normal
vision and were right handed.
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Fig. 7. Electrodermal Activity. Fig. 8. Simulator Sickness Question-
naire - Total Interaction Effects.

Fig. 9. Engagement - Head Movement
Interaction Effect.

5 RESULTS
We present both quantitative results as well as qualitative observations for the congruence and endurance tests.
Unless stated otherwise, for the factorial data, we performed a two-way repeated measures ANOVA to determine
the main effects and interaction effects of car movement and VR movement experience.

5.1 Quantitative Results

5.1.1 Autonomic Arousal.

Physiology: No interaction or main effects were observed in HRV (RMSSD). For EDA, no interaction effects
were observed, which together with the prior finding, contradict H1.1. However, main effects were observed for
car movement (stationary versus moving) on EDA F (1,14) = 4.878, p < 0.05. Multiple comparisons revealed
a difference across the two congruent conditions: Moving Car+Dynamic VR was significantly lower than
Stationary Car+Static VR (mean difference = 0.365, p < 0.05, see Figure 7), andMoving Car+Dynamic VR
was significantly lower than a resting baseline, t(14) = 2.819, p < 0.05. This confirms hypothesis H1.2 — that
among congruent conditions, a moving condition will be more calming and elicit lower arousal states than a
static condition. This finding reveals that using calming VR content in a moving car can actually be more relaxing
than simply sitting and relaxing in a chair or by using a stationary mindfulness application.
Breathing Rate also showed a main effect of car movement: F (1,14)=12.291, p < 0.01. Multiple comparisons

revealed a difference betweenMoving Car+Static VR and Stationary Car+Dynamic VR (mean difference =
0.394, p < 0.05) as well as difference betweenMoving Car+Static VR andMoving Car+Dynamic VR (difference
= 0.361, p < 0.05). This reveals an effect of driving on breathing rate. When corrected against a driving baseline,
the effect size of the VR driving conditions disappears, which may indicate that breathing rate simply increases
with driving. This finding resonates with prior work that observes a reduction in arousal along with an increment
in breathing rate can be seen among novice practitioners of meditation [33, 56]. Using background information
about the level of prior experience with mindfulness activities and commuting behaviors, we further explored
differences between participants who we might refer to as "novices" and "experts". We found no noticeable
differences — however, a larger experiment is needed to statistically verify this finding.
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Self-Reported Metrics: All values were normalized and corrected against baseline. Analysis showed no significant
differences in subjective stress, arousal, and valence between the “island” and “ocean” simulations averaged over
both stationary andmoving conditions, confirming that we did in fact select subjectively calming VR simulations.
Our qualitative results provide further detail regarding psychological perceptions of the VR experience.

5.1.2 Motion Sickness.

Simulator Sickness: No main effects were observed for SSQ data, though we did observe interaction effects:
F (1,14) = 4.778, p < 0.05 (see Figure 8). More specifically, SSQ Nausea seems to be the main source of this interaction
effect: F (1,14) = 5.510, p < 0.05. This refutes hypothesis H2. Congruent tasks seem to be more prone to sickness
than the incongruent ones, which is somewhat contradictory with prior work that assumes perceptual congruence
enriches VR experience [20]. Considering we found no main effects nor individual differences, we believe this
increased risk of sickness stems from higher levels of head movement, which congruent content can elicit, as
described in the next section.
Due to the complexity of SSQ, given it was originally designed for complex simulators [30, 41], we validated

SSQ measures with an additional qualitative examination. When asked about past experiences with motion
sickness, most of our participants (12/15) reported that they never feel motion sickness as a passenger in a car. This
ratio is representative of a general population, as other studies report that only between 4 and 22% of passengers
experience motion sickness [55]. Similarly, none of these participants reported feeling nausea or motion sickness
during our experiment. Two participants reported that they feel nausea sometimes as passengers; only one of
them reported feeling nausea during the experiment. The remaining participant reported always feeling motion
sickness but did not report motion sickness in the experiment. Together, these instrument- and observation-based
assessments of simulator sickness indicate that our system was reasonably successful at generating less user
discomfort. In our study, the following parameters seemed particularly key: the controlled acceleration of the car,
the less distracting VR content, and the use of a high end frame rate when rending graphics. A desirable starting
point for future research would be to validate these specific factors.

Endurance: Unexpectedly, none of our participants requested to stop the experiment during the 15 minute
endurance test that happened after all the four VR conditions were presented. However, some users did report
the need to stop moving their head due to initial feelings of motion sickness.

5.1.3 Engagement and Mindfulness.

Engagement: No significant main effects were found for Concentration or Head Movement. Interaction effects
were observed only for Head Movements, F (1,14) = 4.773, p < 0.05 (see Figure 9). No pairwise comparisons were
significant. This means that the movement of the car had an effect on head movement depending on the type
of scenario. This finding, in conjunction with an observed interaction effect of congruence on motion sickness
(described below), suggests that the more engaging nature of congruent content leads people to move their head
more in order to track this VR scenery. For example, prior work has found that looking downwards in VR has an
effect on motion sickness [44], and some participants in the ocean scene did repeatedly look downwards to see
the bottom of the sea or fish swimming underneath them in the simulation. Our data thus suggests that a more
engaging scene may lead to motion sickness, depending on the type of content and the location of the visual
stimuli.

Mindfulness: We found no interaction nor main effects on the Toronto Mindfulness Scale(TMS): TMS-curiosity,
F = (1,5) = 2.795, p = .359; TMS-de-centering, F = (1,6) = .333, p = .585. However, these results seem to be at
odds with the level of head activity. In the next section we further complement these findings with qualitative
information to further explore this apparent contradiction.
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In summary, quantitative results show that congruence is not the dominant factor for lower arousal, but rather
movement. Quite the opposite, congruent VR experiences could be prone to motion sickness due to the increased
level of head movement, which if controlled, can allow users to withstand a long-lasting VR experience. Further,
we did not find preliminary evidence that experience with mindfulness or commuting impacts the VR experi-
ence, nor did we find effects with respect to the validated mindfulness scale. We see this lattermost finding as
particularly interesting and worthy of attention in future research, as it suggests that traditional mindfulness
assessments seem to be at odds with the level of activity elicited in the congruent conditions — and so it is
worth exploring other constructs and/or instruments that could better represent the calm, engaged states our
participants experienced.

5.2 Qualitative and User Experience Analysis
In this section, we present qualitative findings regarding participants’ overall experiences with the system.
We organize findings around themes of Immersion, Emotional Response and Mindfulness, and Preferences and
Suggestions, which emerged from an iterative thematic analysis [9] conducted by three researchers.

5.2.1 Immersion. Nearly half (7/15) of participants found the experience to be immersive and create a sense of
presence, like they were being transported to the simulated environment (e.g., "It was a very strong feeling that I
was in a different surrounding, and I noticed many of the things around me." – P14). This sense of attention and
desire to engage with the virtual content was also reported by several participants (e.g., "I was really curious to
see everything around me. I didn’t want to miss more monkeys or whales" – P6).
The movement of the car was also called out as an aspect of the experience that could strongly enhance

perceptions of immersion. Six participants found car turns and corresponding simulation turns to be odd, though,
as it made the environment change without their input — however a sense of full-body kinesthetic congruence
was still perceived given the physical and virtual turning directions aligned with each other. In contrast, a few
participants (4/15) found the car interfered with their sense of virtual presence (e.g., "I was still very much aware
that I was sitting in a car seat." – P12). One participant also found that physiological sensations reduced feelings
of immersion: "In moving VR, I was more concerned about my nausea and much less mindful" (P2).

5.2.2 Emotional Response and Mindfulness. Next, we observed that the system altered people’s emotions and
other psychological states in various ways. Less than half (6/15) of participants found the simulations to be "very
relaxing" and that they promoted a mindful awareness (e.g., "[the simulation] made me think about accepting
certain feelings and remain calm in the moment" – P4). These feelings could also ebb and flow over the course of
the virtual experience, often progressing from more aroused emotions like excitement into an eventual meditative
sleepiness. As one participant put it: "I was smiling ear to ear at first - felt euphoric.. then relaxed, then sleepy on
the last long drive" (P6).

5.2.3 Preferences and Suggestions.

Personal Preferences: Overall, participants had diverse reactions to the experience of VR in a car. More than half
(8/15) liked the moving condition, describing it, for instance, as a "fabulous experience" that was more "interesting"
and "fun" than the stationary condition and that offered more variety in content due to the movement of the car.
A third of participants appreciated the fact that the VR experience could provide an entertaining distraction from
an otherwise boring ride. Still others (4/15), however, found the simulation dull after a while, suggesting that
watching a movie in VR might be more engaging. Half of participants (7/15) did like the stationary condition
too, finding that it was more "comfortable", "relaxing", and enabled more ability to look around and observe their
surrounding simulated environment with less risk of inducing motion sickness.
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Motion Sickness: When asked what can be improved, some people commented on the motion sickness issue
and made suggestions as to how changes to both the content as well as duration of the simulation could help.
Regarding content, participants noted that the proximity of content made a difference, pointing out that they
felt more sick when objects in the virtual world got too close. They also felt that the shorter course was less
susceptible to producing feelings of nausea compared to the long course.

Social Dynamics: Some participants also pointed out the need for such a VR system to consider in-car social
dynamics, as it might cause awkward or isolating experiences for the driver as currently deployed (e.g., "I enjoyed
it; but think as a passenger, I would not use it since it would be rude to the driver."). Several pointed out that an
autonomous setup could be most conducive.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We now summarize our key findings and provide a discussion of challenges and promising strategies to implement
a calming/mindful VR experience in an automobile.

6.1 Key Findings
6.1.1 Calming Effect of Movement. The primary finding of this study is to have shown an interaction effect
between car movement and VR movement on motion sickness. While we expected both congruent conditions to
be capable of reducing arousal, we discovered that the main treatment (the Moving Car+Dynamic VR condition)
was more successful in calming participants than the Stationary Car+Static VR condition and even further
effective than using the VR system in a parked car. These findings motivate the continued pursuit of research that
explores the possibilities for in-car VR interventions that have positive mind and body impacts, with minimal side
effects. Commonplace drives, for instance as part of a typical commute for passengers in traditional or someday
autonomous setups, offer a compelling opportunity to deliver soothing experiences on a regular basis.

6.1.2 Trade-offs Between Engagement and Motion Sickness. Another important finding of this study is the
relatively low occurrence of motion sickness we observed throughout our experiment. Nevertheless, an interaction
effect of the SSQ reveals that motion sickness could be exacerbated by combining a moving car and dynamic VR
content. Since no individual differences were observed, it is difficult to estimate whether congruent or incongruent
combinations may be more susceptible to discomfort. Gonzalez-Franco and Lanier [20] and Akiduki et al. [1]
propose that a discordant set of sensorial inputs can be a cause for simulator sickness. This, combined with
the interaction effects we observed for head movement, suggest that users who feel more immersed – and
consequently actively look around to explore stimuli in a virtual scene with which they are highly engaged –
could potentially experience motion sickness due to this increased head movement. Further research is therefore
worthwhile to determine optimal engagement levels with respect to individual proneness to motion sickness,
including to define an upper threshold of "over-engagement".

6.1.3 Intervention Duration. The fact that no participants requested to stop the experiment during the 15 minute
endurance test is also highly encouraging and again indicates that any sickness induced by our system was
relatively mild. Considering that a one-way commute by car takes approximately 25 minutes on average in the
U.S. [56], this result again suggests that passenger-based commuting could be a fitting application context for
mindful VR interventions. Along these lines, a desirable next step would be to more deeply investigate the effects
of time in various VR scenarios, particularly to define an optimal range and limit for the duration of an in-car VR
intervention that achieves (clinically and personally) meaningful levels of calm, mindfulness, and other positive
psycho-physiological states before the onset of boredom, fatigue, or physical discomfort.
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6.2 Challenges and Opportunities
There are a number of additional opportunities for building on our work as well, including to address present
limitations.
To begin, we conducted an experiment that was small-scale, in part due to the significant setup, calibration,

time, and other effort costs required to run each participant, though more-so because our goal was to undertake
an exploratory study — including extensive piloting to investigate the viability, merit, and appropriate parameters
for using VR in a moving vehicle to evoke a calming, comfortable experience. Going forward, it will be important
to undertake larger-scale studies to replicate and expand our foundational findings in this area. For instance, while
our experiment compared treatments against a resting baseline, as described, during which time participants did
not engage in any activities, future studies could incorporate additional control conditions such as watching a
movie, as suggested by some participants. Further, we observed a diverse range of reactions and preferences to
the experience of VR; and while our participants represented a wide range of ages and prior experiences with
respect to cars, mindfulness, and VR, it will be worthwhile to engage with broader samples that enable deeper
exploration of individual differences.
Next, a limitation of our study is that our static and dynamic VR conditions use two different simulation

applications (an island and an ocean, respectively) rather than using a consistent setting or using separate factors
for VR movement and VR setting. As explained in section 4.1, we did this because piloting showed that innate
qualities of each setting more intuitively fit with one movement condition than the other (i.e., fixed earth, flowing
water) and that this combination also avoided discomfort induced by other movement-setting pairings. From a
user experience perspective, we therefore opted for testing only the static-island and dynamic-ocean conditions
of our VR movement experience variable; and we did attempt to minimize the potential confounding effects of
setting by choosing thematically similar content. From a formal experimental design perspective, however, it
would be desirable for future work to design intuitive and comfortable VR content that would enable the effects
of VR movement and VR setting to be tested independently.

Another key decision we made during the design of this study was the choice of head mounted display (HMD).
At the time, the Oculus Rift was the only potentially suitable PC-powered VR HMD available on the market. The
HTC Vive was also available but required base stations that contain moving parts, which could be damaged if
deployed while in motion. The Oculus Rift, on the other hand, which used infrared (IR) sensors both to improve
rotational head tracking (i.e., to correct for the drift suffered by the gyroscope) and to enable positional tracking,
did not contain moving parts and could be fixed inside a car. However, when we tested these sensors in the car, we
determined that they actually generated more discomfort as a result of the car’s motion, which led to lagged and
jerky corrections. This was partially due to the fact that the system assumes congruence between the HMD IMU
and the Oculus Rift sensors, which was not true for our study because the HMD IMU registers movement if the
car rotates, but the Oculus Rift sensors (which are fixed to the car) would not register that same movement. As a
result of these limitations, we opted for the Oculus Rift DK2, a PC-powered HMD that did not require an external
tracking accessory (though plugging in the IR camera was necessary to start the applications). Consequently, this
setup does not support translational head movements, but that was not essential to this study, as subjects were
always seated and thus were mostly confined to rotational movements anyway. A related issue is that because
we captured rotation only from the headset, we would not have been able to programmatically differentiate
rotation from the car from rotation from the head. Instead, we used post-hoc video analysis to measure head
movement, but a more precise, programmatic measurement could have entailed attaching an IMU to the vehicle
to differentiate between car rotation and head rotation. Follow-up studies (e.g., to precisely test whether the head
moving one way and the body the other is a source of sickness) will be well-served to incorporate a reference
point from the car in order to separate these signals and test such sources of incongruence.
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Furthermore, the decision to use a higher quality PC-powered HMD instead of a mobile HMD required the use
of a gaming laptop as well as a large external power supply. We switched from a 400W 12V battery to a 1000W
12V deep-cycle battery after seeing that the former was only capable of powering the laptop (which was running
and recording the VR footage) for the duration of one and a half to two back-to-back participants. The larger
power supply alleviated this constraint and the need to constantly swap them in and out of the car between
participants. However, the unit itself was extremely heavy and quite bulky (approximately 10kg, 10”x14”x14”),
and it had a rather noisy internal fan.

We look forward to the future development of untethered HMDs that close the gap on rendering and tracking
quality such that a cumbersome PC-and-battery setup will no longer be necessary nor computationally advanta-
geous. This would alleviate many logistical and operational challenges for mobile and ubiquitous studies working
with high quality interactive VR experiences. In addition, ongoing developments in inside-out tracking can result
in HMDs capable of positional (not just rotational) tracking without the use of external sensors or cameras. Such
developments would realize a full-fledged, 6 degree-of-freedom HMD that will be truly standalone.

Finally, as much as we focused on the passenger, it is important that future research also reports the potential
impacts on the driver. A number of open research questions exist here that require future examination. For
example, would in-car VR systems make a driver feel awkward, excluded, or resentful? More dangerously, can
such systems be distracting, particularly if a passenger is continually and perhaps suddenly reacting to virtual
content to which the driver is not privy? Overall, such work is important to ensure that positive passenger
experiences do not come at the expense of the driver’s well-being.

6.3 Design Recommendations
Based on our findings and drawing on our experiences implementing and evaluating our system, we identify
the following implications for technology aimed at delivering calming and mindful VR experiences in a moving
vehicle.

6.3.1 Balancing Existing and NewContent. Prototypingmindful VR experiences requires a degree of sophistication
even early on, during low fidelity design phases. We discuss considerations and trade-offs between employing
off-the-shelf and custom content.
Most content created for non-moving vehicles has limitations in virtual world size, and the typical focus on

static scenes or layouts may be ill-matched with a more dynamic and expansive driving route. Porting existing
content to the car is therefore not trivial, although it does represent a less laborious alternative to building new
content from scratch. Plus, using existing high-end content for early prototyping shields users from the effects
of poorly rendered content. Avoiding motion sickness or discomfort from low quality simulations is critical to
supporting immersion, mindfulness, and overall experience.
For designers building custom content, we recommend incorporating the following specifications:
• Procedurally generated environments, possibly without borders. This prevents users from traveling off the
world map, running into virtual walls, or winding up in positions that may be impossible to exit due to the
movement of the car.

• Horizon-less scenes. This prevents users from potentially feeling the effects of non-volitional movement
induced by the car.

• Minimal peripheral stimulation. In our study, we observed that some users who reported discomfort were
also those who were quite curious about the fish or insects surrounding them in the ocean or on the island;
their additional head movement to inquisitively attend to these simulated elements likely exacerbated
motion discomfort.

• Focal areas in front of or above the user. Users who were constantly watching VR scenes taking place
underneath them (e.g., a whale swimming below the user in the simulated environment) tended to report
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more discomfort and eventually some dizziness. While not a novel observation [44], these situations may
be more likely to arise (and require deliberate design choices to avoid) when exploring or navigating a
world in a moving vehicle.

• Physics reactions for all content entities. While swimming with the whales, some of our participants actually
swam into a whale. Those who experienced this sometimes reported the encounter as "weird" or "gross".
Again, these type of incidents are more likely to occur in a moving vehicle where users lack full control of
translational or rotation movement.

While building content that satisfies these guidelines may be too expensive for early prototypes, balancing
existing and custom-made content should be considered as part of an overall system development strategy.

6.3.2 Using a High Frame Rate System. Our setup evolution from a standard integrated GPU card allowed us
to identify the value of a high frame rate VR setup to avoid inducing motion sickness effects. In contrast, the
experiences of Hock et al. [27] and McGill et al. [34] with purely mobile systems (a smartphone in their cases)
unfortunately faced poor performance that ultimately negatively impacted the overall experience for users.

6.3.3 Selecting Driving Segments with Minimal Acceleration Changes. During our piloting phase, participants
described feeling uncomfortable with sudden acceleration changes. If possible, we therefore see high value
in applying in-car VR during segments of driving where few changes in acceleration are likely to take place.
Highways or roads with few stop lights or slight turns would be preferable.

6.3.4 Aiming for Shorter Interventions. It is well known that the probability of motion sickness in a VR environ-
ment grows with the duration of exposure and diminishes with repeated exposure [30, 31]. Here, we again see
the commute as an ideal scenario for creating multiple interventions (repeated exposure), each of short duration.
These interventions could be experienced once or twice a day, every day. Furthermore, short calmness and mind-
fulness interventions are quite efficacious if performed repeatedly [29]. Overall, we therefore see little incentive
to creating long interventions as opposed to a suite or a series of shorter, perhaps even micro-interventions,
geared to make portions of one’s commute or other driving experiences more immersive and mindful.

6.3.5 Leveraging Movement and Multi-Sensorial Inputs. As we show in our study, designing a calm or mindful
experience does not need to be static. While still-meditation is one of the most common forms of mindfulness
nowadays, we have shown the effective use of non-volitional movement as a way to reduce arousal levels and
promote mindfulness (and walking or other movement-based practices are gaining popularity). We encourage
system builders to explore movement illusions generated not only by the entire car, but also by car components
(e.g., the car seat). For example, synchronizing the movement of the car with the seat, while keeping the seat
flat, could be used in a virtual environment to create a sensation of moving vertically (e.g., like a rocket to the
moon). Furthermore, mixing movement with sound, temperature or air flow from the climate controls, or haptic
stimulation could make the immersive experience even more realistic and immersive. Another advantage of
applying VR in the car is that most of these multi-sensorial signals can be easily instrumented in modern vehicles.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described the development and evaluation of "Driving with the Fishes," our mindful in-car virtual
reality (VR) intervention. We discovered that the use of calming VR content properly coupled with the movement
of the car can lead to significantly lower levels of autonomic arousal. We further found that people can remain
engaged in the experience for relatively long stretches of time without motion sickness if the overall experience
is well designed (e.g., to support high quality graphical rendering and full-body kinesthetic congruence). This is
the first work showing that the marriage of two mainstream technologies, automobiles and VR, can be used to
create mindful and relaxing experiences.
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